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Abstract: The article is devoted to the modeling of object structures in sequences of event processes
characteristic of critical infrastructure (CI) objects arising in emergency situations. The identification
of risky sequences of events is a key issue carried out in topological, functional and semiotic terms.
The topological approach includes flat, hierarchical and hypergraph – it is possible by means of transformations of equivalent models of the event network through its simplification to the form of a hypothesis or towards the desired functionality. The functionality approach covers theorizing and plural
problems in the processes of the creation of a priori and aposteriorical errors of multiplication and synthesis on the basis of also incorrect graphical models of functioning. The semiotic approach captures
combinatorically related functional and structural errors, which are impossible to identify and remove
by means of arithmetic-logical tests. Currently, this is possible only on the basis of the paradigm of the
characterization theory, which guarantees a semantic relationship between the correctness of the functioning and the structure of the analyzed versus the synthesized object of research.
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1

Introduction1

Universally understood security and its defense can
be prepared and implemented in an infinite number
of ways. The approach presented in this publication
does not give one specific answer because, according
to the authors, a simple answer to such a question
does not exist. In this case, the natural question becomes – can security and its effective defense be
built in an integral way and on what theoretical
grounds?
Our article is modeled on the work of the Faculty
of Management at the Warsaw University of Technology, which is devoted to the broad and unfortunately still current problem of risk management
and business continuity safety (Zawiła-Niedźwiecki,
2013, 2014). It reaches the mathematical and universal terminology in terms of topological (but not
1

The subjects of interest of the authors of this paper are selected
aspects of the development project entitled: “A highly specialized platform supporting civilian and rescue planning in the
public administration of the Republic of Poland and organizational units of the National Fire and Rescue System” (as part
of competition 7/2015 NCBiR).

structural), functional (but not functional) issues and
semiotic issues (in terms of syntactic, semantic and
pragmatic categories). An additional pretext for the
creation of this work is the growing issues of defense
and security in the common understanding of the
European Union's societies – their diverse scope
provoked us to unusual thoughts and actions (Jajuga,
2007; Kieżun, 2018; Maj and Krupa, 2010).
The approach proposed in our article is a methodological experiment based on the previous achievements of the Warsaw University of Technology
Management Department under project ID 193751 –
devoted to the methodology for estimating the risk
of a crisis situation, including the destruction or disruption of critical infrastructure (CI)2 – adapted to
2

CI – Critical Infrastructure in accordance with the Act of April
26, 2007 Journal of Laws of 2013 item 1166 on Crisis Management Art. 3 points CI, as amended, includes the following resources and systems: energy supply, energy raw materials
and fuels; communications; ICT networks; financial; food supply; water supply; health protection; transport; rescue; ensuring
the continuity of public administration; production, storage,
storage and use of chemical and radioactive substances, including pipelines of hazardous substances; resources of culture
and national heritage.
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the requirements of the planning and program documents developed for the needs of the crisis management system of the Republic of Poland3.
The essence of the conducted methodological experiment is the integral linking of the phenomenon
of security in one of the following three groups
of categories of concepts:
 in terms of topological flat, hierarchical and hypergraph models (Domański, Kotarba and Krupa,
2014; Ficoń, 2007; Koziej, 2009; Ostrowska,
Krupa and Wiśniewski, 2015) – section 2,
 in terms of discrete functional events occurring
in proper buffers (PB4) in the form of Cartesian
products of graphs of functional events – section
3, and
 in terms of semiotic set theory and a number
of memory models of PB functional events transformed into semantic forms of PB functional
memory models, and as the complexity of the situations increases – transformed into structural
forms of PB potential memory written on the paradigm of the characterization theory – in the form
of Hasse diagrams5 - section 4.
2

Security in topological terms

Security in topological categories is nothing but actions, the aim of which is the homeomorphic behavior of all the invaluable elements of the subject's
security. The security has its price, just as there is the
not always well-used concept of security at all costs,
which the defending subject is willing to incur. Secu3

Crisis management system – Skomra, W., ed. (2015), Methodology of risk assessment for the needs of the crisis management
system of the Republic of Poland.

4

PB – potential buffer – a virtual unit designed to support
the transfer of functional potential (TFP) between objects (giving
and receiving) that couples in pairs: an object giving a digitized
functional potential p# with values of 0#, 1#, ..., 4# (in conversion to %); PB accumulates in its memory data the potential
of the entire critical infrastructure system or selected objects
of its infrastructure; each PB is assigned to only one distinguished class (feature) of the object; for example – an external
or internal PB connected to an object is a carrier of a specific
internal or external functionality – e.g. a 100-liter fuel tank filled
with 100% of fuel can, as an object, realize a maximum functionality of 4#, if it does not contain other objects with distinguished and supported functionalities.

5

Hasse diagram – a simple display using a partially ordered set
of graphs.

rity also has its rich literature, as well as many other
historically significant events and key concepts,
which in addition to topology, include functionality
and semiotics (Homenda, 2009; Kulińska, 2016;
Pogorzelski, 1999).
We have included flat graph models, hierarchical
models and hypergraph models to interpret the topological understanding of security (Krupa, 2009;
Krupa and Ostrowska, 2007). The latter, by definition, aspires to the most general. For topology in the
security sense, it is most appropriate to maintain the
optimal integrity of functional-structural compounds
– which, in the sense of the engineering of action,
is tantamount to the basic principle of characterization, or in its developed form, to the character of the
characterization theory.
It is worth noting here that models of flat and hierarchical decision problems originate from the morphological analysis of related decision areas proposed
in 1948 by F. Zwicky6.
2.1

Topological flat models

Fig. 1, Fig. 2 and Fig. 3 show topological flat graph
models. Objects or their potential buffers functioning
in the world of flat models take the form of the vertices (nodes) of a graph. It should be noted that the
BRS buffer combines two different R and S objects
in a manner that ensures the transfer of functional
potentials from object R to object S (which is
marked as R→S), while the BRR buffer internally
connects the same object. Of course, an external
connection of the same object is also possible.
Objects cannot connect directly to each other without
the intermediation of buffers, and so:
 the universal rule "two objects and only one potential buffer" applies (Fig. 2); the object deciding
about the transfer of functionality potential (TFP)
is determined by the object having at least one
potential buffer (PB) connected to the receiving

6

The creator of the basics of morphological analysis and the
discoverer of neutron stars, the Swiss astrophysicist F. Zwicky
(1898 - 1974), treated morphological research as "the perception
of a reality image in which all the more important structural
relations between objects, phenomena, ideas and activities would
be taken into account ..."
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 object T in Fig. 3, although it has 3 PB, cannot
initiate TFP, because there are no attached objects
to PB – it can instead collect TFP, if such a situation occurs,

object (in Fig. 2, the decisive object is the R and
BRS object as PB),
 an example of the configuration of the links that
associate internal objects (S and U) outside their
external object R is shown in Fig. 3,

 the TFP sent to the site cannot be greater than the
TFP allowed for the given facility.

object S
RS

B

object R

…

RR

B

Figure 1. Objects - external R, internal S, their connecting channels and internal potential buffers BRR and BRS
(Source: own elaboration)

object
R

object
S

RS

B

Figure 2. Principle: two feeding and receiving facilities and only one potential buffer PBRS
(An exception to this rule is when the receiving object is also an issuing object) (Source: own elaboration)

object

R

…

object
S
object
T

…

object
U

Figure 3. An example of the configuration of the connections that aggregate internal CI objects
(Source: own elaboration)

Different constraints can be imposed on the channel
connections of objects and buffers in the CI system,
in particular:
 each object from the inside of it may correspond
to one or more PBs that connect the internal
channels as well as other internal objects;

the analogous situation can also apply to any external object – one or more PBs connect external
objects with channels – and so in Fig. 1, the BRS
buffer attaches the S object located in the R object, and in Fig. 2, the BRS buffer connects an S
object that is outside the R object,
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 buffers cannot connect directly to each other
without the intermediation of objects,
 objects cannot connect directly to each other
without a buffer intervention.
The graphical language of symbolic objects and
buffers with decision functionality assigned to objects and the operational (transmission) functionality
assigned to buffers, with appropriate contextual constraints, enables the building of precise schemes with
high homeomorphic transformation capabilities
and a wide field of applications.
2.2

Fig. 4 presents a situation where the OX object is a
functional coordinator of six potential buffers. Coordination can be done indirectly, either by means
of three indirect PBX→O, or by means of two direct
(currently inactive) PBs.
PBs and OX, OY, OZ objects presented in Fig. 4 have
the following interpretation:
 buffers connecting internal objects:
B1X, B2X, BmX are PBs in the OX object,
B1Y, BnY are PBs in the OY object,
B1Z is PB in the OZ object,
 buffers connecting external objects:

Topological hierarchical models

BpX, BrX are PBs in the OX object.
Containing objects can be treated as flat and as hierarchical (multilayered) if their boundary lines do not
cross and do not meet.

object

O

B



object

O

…

B

…



…
B

…

object

…
B

B

B

O

B



B

Figure 4. Example of a fragment of the permissible internal structure of connections
between objects and buffers connecting with the central OX object
and its two internal OY and OZ objects belonging to the CI model (Source: own elaboration)
In the case of the two-layered structure of CI objects
(an example is presented in Fig. 5), the rules governing the functioning of objects become an important
issue, in particular, the observation about the uniqueness of the functioning of both real resources and

their computer models during simulation experiments due to the passage of time and the shrinkage
of the space and effects that accompany these phenomena.
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The impacts of the considered CI objects, presented
in the layered interpretation, emphasize the autonomy of the behavior of the individual objects within
both layers. Each of the layers aggregates the causal
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relationships between the input and output channels
of the objects (the CI resources) contained therein.

Oj

Oi

Oi1

Oi3

Oi2

Figure 5. Layered interpretation of structural and functional behavior of objects Oi, Oj.
Containing objects can be treated as flat and as hierarchical (multilayered) if their boundary lines
do not cross and do not meet (Source: Krupa, 2006, p.77)

The layered interpretation of phenomena accompanying objects and their channels shown in Fig. 5
aggregates 23 compounds in the Oi1, Oi2 and Oi3
objects to 6 cause-and-effect relationships in the Oi
object. It is worth noting that the aggregation of
channels from the lower layer was achieved by
means of two upper layer objects.

2.3

Topological hypergraph models

The hypergraph structure model is formally presented in the form of three graph symbols:
< V, Gv, v >
where:
V, Gv – respectively, a set of nodes and a graph reference <V, Gv>,
v – a hypergraph signature specifying each node Vi
 V as Vi  V.
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When preparing the model of the hypergraph structure, an agreed representation of the hypergraph’s
nodes and arcs should be developed at the same time.
A hypergraph recording is particularly convenient
if it is assumed that the relationship of belonging
to certain subsets of nodes – treated as elements of
a hypergraph, to other nodes thereof – treated as sets,
will express affiliations (e.g. "elements of a certain
object" – written in the form of a hypergraph, they
will be expressed as a feature such as "to be part
of the entire reactor").

Fig. 6a shows an example of a hypergraph describing
the spatial and temporal relations occurring in certain
communities of energy system objects. It is worth
noting that the adopted convention of markings allows for the flexible displacement of objects (Fig.
6b) with respect to each other, provided that the invariant behavior of internal and external potential
buffers (except the introduction of the BU→S buffer)
is in relation to its U and S transfer objects.

object R

TR

B

RS

B

T

P

S

P

R

P

object T

object S
ST

B

RT

B
SR

TU

B

B

U

P
object U

Figure 6a. An example of a hypergraph structure of CI objects – phase I
(Source: own elaboration)

It is worth noting that the adopted convention
of markings allows for the flexible movement
of objects relative to each other, provided that the
invariable behavior of internal and external buffers is
appropriate to their ownership objects. In Fig. 6b,
object U has been additionally mutated with object S
via its external BUS buffer.

Hypergraph links of objects and their buffers allow
for the formal recording of the relationships between
the functional potentials of CI objects and their links
to object buffers. For the above purpose, sets can be
formulated and analyzed logically (flow) for related
functional potentials of objects and their potential
buffers.
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+2#
object U

B

-2#

+2#
Figure 6b. An example of a hypergraph structure model of CI objects
after the operation of making a U object with an S object using a BUS buffer – phase II
(Source: own elaboration)

3

Security in functional terms

Security in functional terms is the most popular view
of operational openness undertaken in situations
of direct threat or as a deterrent against unrecognized
potential attackers (e.g. defense against subversion
or anti-terrorism). Its feature is the universality
and effectiveness of the actions taken, provided that
the identification of the threats takes place in advance and with sufficient and competent forces and
means (Krupa and Wiśniewski, 2015; Nye, 2009;
Ostrowska, 2013).
The concept of functionality in this study diametrically differs from the mathematical concept of function as an unambiguous right mapping. Functionality
is rather a finite automaton endowed with memory
that is more adapted to learning than to making decisions. Certainly, it cannot be closed in accordance
with the ISO/IEC 9126-1:2001Software engineering
- Product quality.

 the potential of functionality (p#)7,
 the coincidence of events on potential buffer (PB)
objects involved in counteracting threats, and
 the simulation modeling of functional potential
dynamics in potential buffers responsible for the
coincidence processes of events observed using
Cartesian products of the graphs of the functional
states of the monitored objects.
3.1

The essence of the functional potential

CI objects and their total functional potential, as well
as potential buffers, determine the space of the decisions (decision space).
For the sake of simplicity of presentation, the article
adopts parallel sets of PBs and 5-element symbolism
p0, p1, ...., P4 values of p#, which were included
in Table 1.

Security of functionality, as well as the topological
issues of security, have been the subject matter
of extensive literature, in which we have included:
7

Potential of functionality (p#) – a conventional unit of measure
corresponding to the possibility of executing 25% of the total
value of the task assigned to the CI object buffer or corresponding to the possibility of executing 25% of the total task value
assigned to the CI object as a whole.
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Table 1. Symbolism of acceptable values of p# states in buffers of a protected object
(Source: own elaboration)

Symbol and value of the assessment in units #

3.2

Value in%

p0 – zero potential

0#

0%

p1 – minimal potential

1#

25 %

p2 – half potential

2#

50 %

p3 – safe potential

3#

75 %

p4 – maximum potential

4#

100 %

the various accumulated potentials of PR, PS, ... and
PW will be determined simultaneously, and their flow
p# through PB buffers will be equally intense
and will run clockwise with a minimum unit of 1#
per contractual unit of time , which means that the
p# flow process will depend on the decision mechanisms that will be used in the p# transfer facilities
on the network.

Coincidence model of functional events
of PBs

The diagram of the closed flow of the functional
potential units p# shown in Fig. 7 (objects R, S, T, U
and W, E and F and buffers BR→S, ..., BT→U and
BU→W) presents the situation of the cyclic flow p#.
To simplify the considerations, we assume that

P

4#

T

S

R

P

4#

4#

RS

R

B

1#/1#

WR

B

U

P

4#

ST

TU

B

S

B

T

1#/1#

2#/1#
SW

P

TW

B

B

1#/1#

3#/1#

U

UW

B

1#/1#

2#/1#

W
4#

W

P

Figure 7. An example of the coincidence of functionality and events in a closed model
of a single-layer structure of CI objects connected with each other by channels and buffers,
with a distinguished coordinating object W to secure the continuity of the chain of R, S, T, U and W objects
(Source: own elaboration)

The activity of a given object or a given buffer can
take into account the occupancy of PB on the side
of a pair of coincident objects and the potential of p#
stored at a given facility, as well as on both sides
of each PB of a given object. It is assumed that the

number of PB of a given facility is limited only
to the number of its active PBs, i.e. those to which
pairs of objects providing and receiving p# are currently connected.
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Signaling the state of p# objects and coordinating
the protection of the balance of their desired level
requires the use of natural mechanisms coordinating
all the active (transferring) objects and their PBs.
3.3

The Cartesian product of functional graphs
of PBs

The Cartesian product states' graphs, or more precisely, the graphical models of functionality can be
effectively used to detect a priori errors in the initial
phase or errors of a posteriori multiplication in
graphical models of functionality.
To illustrate the possibilities of Cartesian products,
we will use a simple example of the graph synthesis
of states of the object, about which we know only
which state graphs are characterized by PBs on two
channels of the actual object being synthesized.
Many experiments indicate that carelessness with the
Cartesian product may lead to the synthesis of a
"one-armed bandit" automaton, rather than to the
synthesis of an object with the correct functionality
of a deterministic automaton with memory.
The task is to synthesize the GX = G1 x G2 graph
generated as a result of the Cartesian product. In the
first example, we will lead to the synthesis of an
erroneously functioning graph of the states of the
object with ambiguous mapping.
In the second example, our careless synthesis will
lead to the oscillatory behavior of the object with
three potential buffers and a tendency toward unex-

G1
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pected relaxation on three objects A, B and C connected to object X with similar functionality and
unstable functioning. The scale of use of the Cartesian product of graphs is unlimited.
Example 1.
The Cartesian product of graphs saved in the form
of a signature:
V1 = {a, b, c}, V2 = {p, q}
are sets of vertices of G1 and G2 graphs, and
1 = {a, b, c}, 2 = {p, q}
are the signatures of the following graphs of the
form:
a = {a, b}

p = {p, q}

b = {b, c}

q = {q}

c = {a, c}
The Vx file is the carrier of the Gx graph
Vx = V1 x V2
= {(a,p), (b,p), (c,p), (a,q), (b,q), (c,q)}
The signature of the Gx graph is a set of
Гx = Г1 x Г2 = {a,p, b,p, c,p, a,q, b,q, c,q}:
ap = {(a,p), (a,q), (b,p), (b,q)}
bp = {(b,p), (b,q), (c,p), (c,q)}
cp = {(a,p), (a,q), (c,p), (c,q)}
aq = {(a,q), (b,q)}
bq = {(b,q), (c,q)}
cq = {(a,q), (c,q)}.
Drawings of G1, G2 and Gx graphs are shown as
Fig. 8 and Fig. 9, respectively.

a
G2

b

p

c
Figure 8. State graphs G1 and G2 (Source: based on Krupa, 2006, p.60)

q
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Gx = G1 x G2

ap

bp

cq

cp

bq

aq

Figure 9. State graph Gx = G1 x G2 (Source: based on Krupa, 2006)
Drawings of G1, G2 and Gx graphs are shown as
Fig. 8 and Fig. 9, respectively.
The Gx graph created as a result of the Cartesian
product of G1 and G2 graphs introduces an unexpected effect of the uncertainty of state changes
on the Gx graph. In Fig. 9, we have three pairs

of non-deterministic behaviors, which are presented
in more detail in Table 2. The indeterminacy effect
can occur in the case of three states of the Gx graph these are states: ap, bp and cp.

Table 2. An example of the undefined change in the current state of the Gx graph
for three cases of the current state of the Gx graph (Source: own elaboration)

New state at
the BG1 entry
ap

a

ap

b

bp

b

Alternative Gx
states
ap
aq
bp
bq
bp
bq

The current
state of Gx

New state at the
BG1 entry

bp

c

cp

a

cp

c

Alternative Gx states
cp
cq
ap
aq
cp
cq
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and

Example 2.

1, 2 i 3

The task is to synthesize the
x

O = G1 x G2 x G3

are the signatures of these graphs of the form:

graph created as a result of the Cartesian product of
the graphs presented in Fig. 10a and saved in the
form of the signature:

1 = { a, b },
2 = {c, d },
3 = {e, f },

G1 = <V1 , 1 >,
G2 = <V2 , 2 >,
G3 = <V3 , 3 >,
where:

a = (b),

d = (c),

b = (a),

e = (f),

c = (c,d),

f = (e).

V1 = {a, b}, V2 = {c, d}, V3 = {e, f},
they are sets of vertices of G1, G2 and G3 graphs

a

G1

c

G2

x

b

d

e

x

G3

=

x

O

f

Figure 10a. Graph created as a result of the Cartesian product
(Source: own elaboration)

GX carrier is shown in Fig. 10b set of nodes:
Vx = V1 x V2 x V3 = {a, b} x {c, d} x {e, f}
= (a,d,e), (a,c,e),

(b,d,e),

(b,c,e),

(a,d,f), (a,c,f),

(b,d,f),

(b,c,f).

The signature of the Gx graph is as follows:
ade = (b,c,f)
ace = (b,d,e) / (b,c,f)
bde = (a,c,f)
bce = (a,d,f) / (a,c,f)
adf = (b,c,e)

acf = (b,d,e) / (b,c,e)
bdf = (a,c,e)
bcf = (a,d,e) / (a,c,e)
In the Gx graph, it is not difficult to identify two
intersecting graphical figures in Figure 10b, the socalled "Wolf pits":
Wolf pit nr 1: bde & acf & bce & adf
Wolf pit nr 2: ade & bcf & ace & bdf
which, regardless of the state of the input buffers,
causes the test object to be introduced into one
of two trajectories of no-output states.
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x

ade
bde

O
ace

adf

bce

bdf

acf
bcf

Figure 10b. Two trajectories of no-output graphical figures
(Source: own elaboration)
4

Security in semiotic categories

The semiotic analysis of the network of events of the
functional potentials is carried out in three stages:
 a collection of sentence variables is created,
which is called the carrier of the semiotic model,
in which all the objects of the protected critical
infrastructure are mapped,
 infrastructure objects are grouped into clusters
of similar objects with the same characteristics
and the same repertoires of features values,
 using the paradigm of the Gorbatov characterization principle related to the semantic correctness
of the functioning of CI objects (Ficoń, 2007;
Krupa, 2010).
The semantic analysis is carried out in three stages:
 a collection of sentence sequences of a CI object
(section 4.1);
 a semantic model of the memory function of the
CI object (section 4.2),
 transforming the model of the potential memory
function into structural Hasse diagrams (section
4.3).
The management of the status of the functional potentials, even in only three objects and 15 buffers
connecting objects, requires a specific decisionmaking policy in terms of the function potential

buffers of each object, in which a given number
of buffers B shall perform a specified target function
on the directions BX → BY objects X and Y.
The analysis of actions taken in relation to the objects makes us realize that the functional transfer
mechanisms should be covered by a uniform policy
of conduct if their action is to implement an effective, uniform and long-term strategy in relation to all
objects considered as an CI system or subsystems.
In reference to the above, the detection of the CI
objects responsible for the risk8 and the increasing
intensity of the events in the buffers is an important
issue to counteract the growing crisis situations.
In the considerations regarding the loss or excessive
growth of p#, it is necessary to control buffers connecting objects for the indicated CI fragments – used
to secure the current level of p# of the entire CI system to the point where it would be possible to lower
the p# level to the risk discontinuity point called
working on the gambling threshold9.
8

Risk – the value expressed in the formula P x U x Z, where: P –
the probability of a hazard occurring within open limits (0..1); U
– vulnerability within closed limits [0..1], where: 0 – means
a complete lack of compliance, 1 – full vulnerability; Z – threat
understood as the expected loss of functional potential in open
limits [0..100]% of the analyzed object as a result of the impact
of other objects.
9
Gambling threshold – such a situation on a given object
or combination thereof in the form of CI, which reached the risk
discontinuity point expressed by P x U x Z ≥ 50% (H = 50%
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The above-mentioned phenomena of CI continuity10
protection points to the need for the formalization,
monitoring and semantic analysis of events in CI
decision spaces11 to prevent incidents, crises and
disasters.
The essence of risk calculus in decision spaces focuses on an integrated network of events with a multi-layer or hypergraph structure of objects connected
through buffers.
The essence of the risk account in the decision spaces focuses on the integration of the event network
with a multi-layer or hypergraph structure of objects
connected through buffers. The mentioned elements
of this integration are connected with each other
by means of:
 event forcing initiated on the external and internal
buffers of potential p# objects in single- and multi-layer structures, as well as in hypergraph structures,
 semantic analysis carried out using the paradigm
of the characterization principle related to the semantic correctness12 of p# CI objects.
CI's continuity:
 the organization's ability to respond to disruptions
of normal operation conditions, and where possible, to quickly restore normal operating conditions, and where it is not possible, to go to the
planned manner of substitute activities decision
space,
 a set of alternative sequences of sentence variables, forming a semantic model, of which the decision about the most favorable (optimal) p#
value is indicated as the paradigm of the characterization principle,

value is set a priori assuming that: P = 0.8 , U = 0.8 and Z =
80%; the next level of P = 0.9, U = 0.9 and Z = 90% would
cause a nearly 50% increase in H = 73.9%).
10

CI's continuity – the organization's ability to respond to disruptions of normal operational conditions, where possible, to
quickly restore normal operating conditions, and where it is not
possible, to go to the planned manner of substitute activities.
11
Decision space – a set of alternative sequences of sentence
variables, forming a semantic model, of which the decision about
the most favorable (optimal) p# value is indicated.
12
Semantic correctness of the network – a set of relationships
that occur between network events guaranteeing the completion
of all correctly initiated processes.
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 the principle of characterization as a pattern
of scientific research on the essence of risk in decision spaces and semantic correctness of the
network,
 a set of relationships that occur between network
events guaranteeing the completion of all correctly initiated processes.
4.1

Preparation of the collection of sentence
sequences of an CI object

In relation to the above, an important problem
of counteracting the growing crisis situation becomes
the detection in the buffers of CIs responsible for the
risk of the growing intensity of events threatening
their relationship to the decreasing activity of the
security events.
In the consideration of the account of the risk of loss
or excessive growth p#, it is necessary to control
buffers linking the objects of all or specified fragments of CI – used to secure the current level of p#
of the entire CI system to the point where it would be
possible to lower the p# level to the risk discontinuity point known as the gambling threshold, which
occurs as a result of coincidences on the loss of p#
event buffers and maintenance events p# of the considered CI.
The above-mentioned phenomena of CI continuity
protection points to the need for the formalization,
monitoring and semantic analysis of events in CI
decision spaces in order to prevent the performance
of the risk account13 results in the form of incidents,
crises and disasters.
The essence of calculating the risk of losing p#
in decision spaces focuses on the integration of the
event network with a multi-layer or hypergraph
structure of objects connected through buffers.
The mentioned elements of this integration are connected with each other by means of:
 event forcing initiated on the external and internal
buffers of potential p# objects in single- and multi-layer structures, as well as in hypergraph structures,
13

Risk account – a systematic CI risk assessment carried out
with a frequency proportional to the contractual risk discontinuity point referred to in this gambling application.
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Table 3. Closed network of functional transfers with feedback (Fig. 7)
(Source: own elaboration)

PX

PXtran

PXused

PXrest

PXcor

PXsum

PXrev

X1

X2

X3

X4

X5

X6

X7

W

4#

2#

1#

1#

3#

4#

2

rep. 1

R

4#

1#

1#

2#

1#

3#

2

rep. 2

S

4#

3#

1#

0#

0#

0#

1

inc. 1

T

4#

4#

2#

-2#

1#

-1#

0

inc. 2

U

4#

1#

1#

2#

0#

2#

2

Objects
Phase I

Objects
Phase II

PX

PXtran

PXused

PXrest

PXcor

PXsum

PXrev

X1

X2

X3

X4

X5

X6

X7

W

4#

2#

1#

1#

3#

4#

2

rep. 1

R

3#

1#

1#

1#

1#

2#

2

rep. 2

S

0#

3#

1#

-4#

0#

-4#

0

inc. 1

T

-1#

4#

2#

-7#

1#

-6#

0

inc. 2

U*

2#

1#

1#

-1#

0#

-1#

0

Legend (description details):
PX – the initial potential of the facility's functionality in a given phase,
PXtran – the potential reported for transfer from the facility in a given phase,
PXused – the potential used in object buffers,
PXrest – the potential remaining in the facility,
PXcor – the potential for correction created for the object,
PXsum – the total potential after correction in the object,
PXrev – the potential revision in the facility,
rep. – full repetition of the sequence of sentence variables,
inc. – full containment sequence of propositional variables.

 semantic analysis carried out using the paradigm
of the characterization principle related to the semantic correctness of p# CI objects.
The subject of the semantic analysis will be an example of a network of objects and transfer buffers
with the highlighted object W shown in Fig. 7.
The network and phenomena of p# transfer were
coded in subsequent moments of its functioning
in Table 3 with accompanying comments14.
14

The paradigm of the characterization principle – the principle
of characterization as a pattern of scientific research on the
essence of risk in decision spaces.

The key in the pre-semantic analysis is the separation
from the Table 3 sentence variables and the creation
of a sequence set from them, which will be used
to build a semantic model of buffer potentials and CI
objects from them, which will be used to build
a semantic graph model at the level guaranteeing
the proprietary functionality of the CI objects.
The details of this procedure are presented in section.
4.2.
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4.2

Semantic functional model of memory
of the potentials of CI and PB objects

The semantic model of the potential memory of CI
objects is saved using the symbolic formula:
[X11 & X21 & ... & Xm1]1
[X12 & X22 & ... &
Xm2]2 ... [X1n & X2n & ... & Xmn]n
where:
 Xij represents no more than a single occurrence
of the propositional variable Xi (object) inside the
above sequence but with the possibility of repetition in concurrent sequences of the sentence variables (SSV),
 concurrency SSV is marked with the symbol „ ”
and allows their conjunction or parallelism,
 the value of variable Xi can be homogeneous objects of the modeled problem (e.g. events, logical
variables, buffer identifiers; in the example in question, they are identifiers of specific objects).
In the discussed issue of the memory of the potentials
of the CI objects, presented in Table 3, the value of the
sentence variables Xij is 2 x 5 the sequence of the potentials of all available objects W, R, S, T and U,
for which the total sum of the potentials selected
for the analysis of the semantic parameters in the first
phase varies within -2# .. 4#; in the second phase,
it ranges between -7# .. 2#. The limits have been selected so that for the initial (I) and final (II) phases, one

W, R, U, U*

can estimate why the crisis of transfer of the functional
potentials occurred so quickly. The final result of the
sequence of the phase I and II sentence variables is
shown below.
Sequences of phase I propositional variables:
[X2&X3&X4]1 [X2&X3&X5]2
[X3&X4″&X5]3 [X4″&X5&X6′]4
[X2&X3&X6]5
Sequences of phase II propositional variables:
[X2&X3&X4]1 [X2&X3&X5]2
[X3&X4″&X5&X6′]3 [X4″&X5&X6′]4
[X2′&X4′&X6]5*
A single sequence of [X2′ & X4′ & X6]5* phase II
has been limited to phase I.
The remaining phase II sequences were incorporated
into the phase I sequence. All the qualified sequences
were introduced into the semantic model of the functional memory of the analyses presented in Fig. 11.
Fig. 11 is a kind of semantic memory record (states
of semantic memory graph) of the event network
presented in Fig. 7 in a closed model of a singlelayer structure of CI objects connected with each
other by buffers with a distinguished coordinating
object W to protect the continuity of the buffer
chains R, S, T, U and in the object CI.

W, R, U

X2

W, S, T, U* X4
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W, R, S, U
X3

S, T

X5

R, S, T

X6
T, U, U*
Figure 11. Semantic model of the graph of functional transfers on the web (Source: own elaboration)
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The results of the research are the mechanisms of the
transformation of the event network.

Transforming the model of potential
memory function into structural Hasse
diagrams

The final stage in the analysis of security phenomena
in semiotic categories is the transformation of the
semantic model of potential memory into
the structural network of Hasse branches presented
in Fig. 12.

The search for erroneous sequences of events is carried out in hypergraph-structure object structures.

x

x
W

R

U

U*

x

x

x
T

x

S

x

x

x

Figure 12. Hasse diagram illustrating the chaotic phenomenon of functional transfers
as a result of the lack of proper coordination of transferring parameters (Source: own elaboration)
The possibility of giving the features of a partially
ordered structure is proof of its correctness, provided
that the paradigm of the characterization principle is
preserved. The degree of complexity (the minimum
number) of searching for solutions is the power
of the set |{p#}|!, all functional potential events that
occur on all CI network object buffers.
The semantic memory medium is the CI network
buffers contained in Table 3, together with p#.
The analysis of the semantic memory model will
then be used in p. 3.3 to examine the complexity
of the structure of 5 p# events. As a result, it will
turn out that their number will have to be significantly increased (up to 9 p#) in order to be able to use the
diagram (Hasse branches, Fig. 12).
In the example under consideration, we have:
 the initial number of PX sentence variables in the
sequence (1) Table 3 is: 6 (6! = 720), and after
a reduction of buffer redundancy, is 5 (the number of solutions 5! = 120)
 the minimum number of PX propositional variables after split sentence variables by an additional

four replicas enlarged to PX = 9 (the number
of solutions 9!= 362 880).
In the assessment of the above-mentioned proceedings, it should be realized that the assessment
of complexity – and especially the assessment of the
increase in the complexity of searching for solutions
as a result of variable splitting, as well as the diversity of the sequence of sentence variables, can be very
different.
5

Conclusion

This work does not sufficiently solve all the threads
of broadly understood security; in particular, it cannot answer any doubts regarding the problems
of functional theory in security applications. However, the authors of the article tried to introduce the
elements of functional theory to the circulation
of research and formulate a simple paradigm of functionality as a way to solve issues that have seemingly
been solved or are subject to new research interests
arising from technological progress, climate change,
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the political and economic situation, population migration, the change of state borders, terrorism
and many other more or less dangerous phenomena
in the natural environment of individuals, groups,
societies, nations and states.
The title of the work was defined in highly abstract
categories, and at the same time, functionality was
interpreted in the application of the topological and
semiotic context. Hence, the need to extend
the mechanisms for controlling the correctness of the
potential for the functioning of particularly complex
objects and their spaces requires, in our opinion:
 advanced semiotic analysis based on semantic
control of the correctness of simulatively generated products of the events network, enriched with
a topological analysis of digital objects,
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